
 

 

Head Teacher’s Learning Summary Through Covid-19 Home Learning 

A very different summary for the next few weeks to hopefully explain a little about how we teach and what 

learning is. (I’ll make teachers of you all yet!) If you want me to go through anything specifically then please just 

get in touch with me aileen.mackay@highlandschools.net and I’ll include in future learning summaries. 

 

For this week: What do I do when my child is struggling to write? 

Don’t panic! You may have experienced literacy difficulties yourself and you may be thinking that 

your child has similar problems or you may be shocked by the level of writing that your child can 

produce and wondering if your child is falling behind. If so  -read on! 

 

Physical Hand Writing 

As society is changing how we communicate we are physically writing less. Even our shopping lists can 

be created by using Alexa, noted on our phones, etc! As a school we are aware that children’s hand 

writing is an area to keep coming back to and there is work ready for all classes to do when we are 

back at school together. In the meantime, have a go at Dough Disco to strengthen the wrist muscles 

or play tennis, badminton, etc for older children. Please don’t encourage nursery age children to write 

unless they are trying it for themselves. If they are, contact me to check that they are forming the 

letters well otherwise it could be very difficult to get out of bad habits. If you are unsure about school 

aged children’s letter formation, drop your child’s teacher a message on Dojo and someone will get 

back to you. 

 

Motivation 

Does your child have the ideas but basically refusing to write it down? Don’t have a battle! Either get 

your child to put the ideas down in a mindmap or draw it or make a video clip of what they want to 

write down. (There is an app if logged into their school email account called ‘camera’ which allows 

videos to be uploaded that last 5 minutes or less.) You can also talk through your writing by using an 

app that records what you say. (More to come on this.) 

The important thing is not to have a battle with your child. If you can coax or motivate (e.g. get three 

sentences done and we can have a break or get this completed and then we can take the bikes out, 

etc.) great but otherwise come to your child’s teacher for ideas or reassurance that it’s ok for now. 

 

Persistent Difficulties? 

If you are worried about persistent difficulties get in touch with either your child’s teacher or to me 

directly – aileen.mackay@highlandschools.net. As a council we are trying to move away from labels 

such as dyslexia and concentrate on the needs of individuals. The Dyslexia Scotland webpage is 

excellent and is what we use as a staff. There is a parent section so do have a look. 

Have a good week! 

Aileen Mackay, HT 04/05/20 
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